STEVEN ANDREWS, Marketing


2010 Marketing and Public Policy Workshop, Colorado State University, Ft. Collins, CO.
2009 18th Annual Robert Middlestadt Doctoral Symposium, U of Nebraska, Lincoln, NE. discussant

COURTNEY BOERSTLER, Marketing


JOHNNY CHEN, Marketing


ANDREW EARLE, Management


Andrew Earle. “Stuck in the Middle: Using Middle Status Conformity to Unravel Conflicting Diffusion Patterns.” *2010 Academy of Management Conference*, Montreal, QC. Technology and Innovation Management Division / August 2010

Michael Russo and Andrew Earle. “The Geography of Sustainable Enterprise and the Concentration of the Mission-Driven Companies.” *2010 Academy of Management Conference*, Montreal, OC, Organizations and the Natural Environment Division / August 2010

CHANYOUNG EOM, Finance


JOSHUA FILZEN, Accounting

Filzen, Joshua J., Kyle Peterson. “Accounting complexity and meeting expectations.” *Working paper* 

AAA-Deloitte-J Michael Cook Doctoral Consortium (Lake Tahoe, CA), June 2010 participant

FARS Doctoral Consortium and Mid-Year Meeting (San Diego, CA), January 2010 participant

EGEMEN GENC, Finance


EDA GUREL-ATAY, Management


**CHUNYUAN HUANG**, Finance

**Huang, Chunyuan**. “Classified boards and firm performance.” *First-year summer paper*

**JENNIFER IRWIN**, Management

**Irwin, J. G.** “Frame Adoption and Adaptation around Online Technologies.” *Academy of Management Conference*, Montreal, Quebec, August 2010

**Irwin, J. G.** “Frame Adoption and Adaptation around Online Technologies.” *Academy of Management Conference*, Montreal, Quebec, August 2010


**JESSE KING, Marketing**


Ye, J. and **King, J.** “Managing the Downside Effects of Organizational Changes in Fast Moving Service Environments.” *Journal of Services Marketing* / Revision requested

**King, J.** “Meaning Transfer in New Product Development.” *Journal of Product and Innovation Management* / Revision requested


**ALAN KRAUSE, Management**


**Alan Krause**, “Great Expectations and Fantastic Explanations.” *Academy of Management 2010 Conference*, Montreal, Canada / presented August 2010
CHUNG-SHIN LIU, Finance


MATTHEW METZGER, Management


Matt Metzger, Jennifer Howard-Grenville, and Alan Meyer. “The More We Change the More we Stay the Same: The Re-emergence of Track Town USA.” August 2009 Academy of Management Conference, Chicago, IL, Organization and Management Theory and Managerial and Organizational Cognition Divisions / presented

Matt Metzger. “The More We Change the More we Stay the Same: Exploring the Persistence of Organizational and Regional Identity and Reputation.” 2009 Western Academy of Management Conference, Midway, Utah / presented

AMY MINTO, Management


TU NGUYEN, Finance


SCOTT OWEN, Marketing


Scott Owen and Lynn Kahle (July 2010). “The Feed-in Tariff as a Pricing Mechanism for Residential
Solar Panel Installations: Germany vs. the USA.” *Academy of Marketing Sciences Cultural Perspectives in Marketing Conference*, Lille, France / forthcoming


**Scott Owen.** Discussant. April, 2010. Mittelstaedt Doctoral Symposium at the University of Nebraska - Lincoln. Lincoln, NE.

**HEEJIN PARK, Finance**


**NAM DUC TRAN, Accounting**


Nam Tran. “Disclosure Costs and Earnings Management: Evidence from Stock-for-stock Acquisitions.” AAA Western Region Meeting Doctoral student session (presenter and discussant), April 2010

Nam Tran. “Managers’ Narrative Disclosures as a Signal of Accrual Quality” (with Angela Davis), August 2009

**KEAN WU, Accounting**

Kean Wu. “CEO duality, information asymmetry and incentive pay.” Working paper

Kean Wu. “Board independence and information asymmetry in family firms.” Working paper

Kean Wu. “Do international financial accounting standards increase earnings’ timeliness: Evidence from mandatory IFRS adoption.” *Dissertation*, University of Oregon

**SHUBIN XU, Decision Sciences**


